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   Western Culture Comes from the East:
A  Consideration of  the Origin and  Diffusion

    of  the Micronesian Marching  Dance

[Ihkuya Nagaoka* and  Junko Konishi""

   This study  focuses' on  the  Micronesian marching  dance, a widespread  post-
European contact  dance form  in the region,  and  examines  its negleeted  origin  and

multi-layered  history based on  written  documents, oral  traditions, linguistic data, and

qomparative  analysis  of  contemporary  perfbrmances and  music.  We  identify as  its
birthplace the Marshall Islands, where,  around  1900, these islanders' tradition of  war

dances and  a  VVestern syrnbol of  war-marching-and  probably also  Western  dances
introduced by Christian missionaries  were  combined.  During the period of  the German

administration  in the early  1900s, the dance was  introduced directly to the neighboring

Pohnpei area. A  large-scale diffusion of  the marching  dance took place in Nauru
among  the men  from  ea,stern Micronesia and  Chuuk  who  rnined  phosphate there.
Subsequently, Chuukese spread  the dance to the miners  from the  western  Carolines
in Angaur; and,  almost  simultaneously,  over  400 Pohnpeian exiles from the 1910-1911
uprising  spread  it to Palauans. In this dissemination process, various  foreign elements
were  adopted,  such  as, probabiy in Nauru, the German  military's  goose-step and  drill
commands  that transformed  the dance, and  the beginning of  the islanders' indigenizing

based on  the tTaditional dances and  cultural norms  of  their own  islands. During  the

Japanese adrninistration,  the popularity of  the marching  dance reached  a  peak, with
a  reintroduction  of  foreign (Japanese and  Japanese-Western)  elements  of  music

and  dance threugh  colonial  policies, especially  school  education,  and  introduction of
Japanese popular music  and  folk culture  through Japanese migrants  to the area,  most

conspicuously  in western  Micronesia. An  east-west  difference in indigenization-

conservative  eastern  Micronesians (except for Marshallese) and  innovative western

Micronesians-aocords with  our  musical  analysis of  dance song  materials.  Further, we

argue  that indigenization has been  an  active  process of  creating  islanders' identities,
and  that the  dance is a  multi-layered  historicar product which  imbeds  their colenial
experlences,
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1. Introduction

   Among  the 
"missed

 opportunities"-as  Karen L. Nero (1999) entitled  her overview

article-anthropological  works  on.the  arts were  quite limited in postwar Micronesia.

Westernized'dances called  the marching  dance, the focus of  our  study,  were  once  the most

popular dance forms and  are  still widely  performed in Micronesiai (see Figurel).

   The  marching  dances have been given very  little attention  by scholars, who-have

tended  to focus primarily on  indigenous genres, and  have never  been studied  in detail

except  in Bailey's (1978) study  of  Pohnpei. In recent  music  encyclopedias,  for instance,

short  descriptions of  the dancg, such  as 
"[o]ther

 acculturated  dances, such  as those based

on  German  and  Japanese military  marches"  (Kaeppler, 2001: 604-605) and  Palauan

matamatoug,  
"marching

 songs,  developed around  1900 frorn the sight of  German  soldiers

marching"  (1998: 724), give a misleading  impression that the dance was  created  .simply as
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Figure 1. Micronesia

1The
 exceptions  are Kiribati, KosTae, Polynesian outliers  (Nukuoro and  Kapingamarangi), and

some  islands of  the central  and  western  Caroline Islands. For purposes of  this article, we  di-

vided  the region  into two  parts geographically: eastern  Micronesia (the Marshalls and  Kiribati
to Pohnpei) and  western  Micronesia (Chuuk to Palau).
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an  imitation. In addition,  although  the  commonality  in dance forms is evident  in the vast

region,  their historical relationships  have been neglected  because individual islands have

been discussed separately  (FIinn, 1998; Kaeppler, 1998; Marshall-Dean, 1998; Petersen,

1998; Pinsker, 1998; Smith, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c; Yamaguti, 2001; Konishi, 2001a).

    Until recently,  ethnomusicologists  have referred  to musical  changes  by classifying

them  as  
"acculturation,"

 
"reinterpretation,"

 
"transculturation,"

 
"Westernization,"

"modernization,"

 and  
"syncretism"

 (Blacking, 1978; Kartomi, 1981; Nettl, 1978, 1996).

While these binary models  examined  degrees of  change  and  processes of  maintaining

"traditional"

 culture  as a foreground of  rising  hegemony of Westem  (popular) music,2

more  recent  studies  focus on  moveabEe  or  transportable  aspects  of  music  carried  by

irnmigrants and  travelers  in global contexts  that illustrate more  complicated  and  multi-

layered models  of  cultural  colltacts. PhSlip Hayward's (2001, 2002, 2006) series of  books

on  music  and  history of  Australian coastal  islands and  the Norfolk and  Pitcairn Islands, fer

instance, demonstrate  the possibilities of reconstructing  and  tracing rich musical  histories

and  the extensive  cultural  contacts  among  inhabitants, immigrants, and  travelers  from

the nineteenth  century  to the  present. Studies by  Karl  Neuenfeldt (2002, 2004) and  his

colleagues  (Mullins and  Neuenfeldt, 2005; Nakata and  Neuenfeldt, 2005; Neuenfeldt and

Mullins, 2001) of  musical  culture  under  multi-cukural  circumstances  in the  [Ibrres Strait

provide intriguing models.

    Inspired by this recent  trend of  analyses,  while  dealing with  a far more  widespread

phenomenon  and  wider  geographic area  than the above  studies,  we  closely  examine  the

history of  the Micronesian marching  dance holistically, based on  written  documents by

missionaries,  colonial  off{cials,  and  anthropologists,  as  well  as  on  oral  traditions from

islanders, linguistic data, and  comparative  analyses  of  contemporary  performances.3 In

the  process, we  will  shed  light on  the layered-complex history of the marching  dance and

the nature  of  its `CWesternized"

 or  
"acculturated"

 characteristics,  which  have been seldom

discussed (cf., Bailey, 1978: 194-198). The  stylistic comparison  and  the meanings  of  these

2

3

Nettl (1996) explains  the term  
CCacculturation"

 as  
"the

 result  of  sustained  contact  between two
cultures."

The  efforts  that resulted  in this article  began separately.  Nagaoka  has worked  in the Pohnpei
area  since  the early  1990s and  more  specifically  on  Pohnpeian  and  Mwoakilloa  oral  tradi-

tions (e.g., Nagaoka and  Hicks, n.d.)  including traditional music  since  the  early  2000s. Konishi
started  her ethnomusicological  study  in Yap  in 1985, and  since  the early  1990s extended  her
fieldwork to other  Caroline Islands, such  as  Pohnpei, Chuuk, and  Palau, and  to the Ogasawara
Islands for the comparative  study  of the marching  dance (e.g., Konishi, 2001b, 2003, 2004a,
2004b). In 2003, we  began to collaborate  on  the current  topic, exchanging  field data and  source

materials.  Then  in 2005, we  conducted  fieldwork in Pohnpei and  Majuro  for three weeks  to
investigate the history of  Micronesian marching  dances (Konishi and  Nagaoka, 2005).

/
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variations  will  be analyzed  to illuminate the processes and  characteristics  of  indigenization

(Nakata and  Neuenfeldt, 2005: 12; Stillman, 1993) on  individual islands. Thus, this study

will  illustrate how  a  new  dance form emerged  and  was  shaped  through  indigenous cultures

and  colonial  experiences  under  Spanish (1885-1899), German  (1899-1914), Japanese (1914
-1945),  and  American (1945-1986) administration  of  the Caroline Islands since  the late

nineteenth  century,

             2. Contemporary Marching Dances in Micronesia

    
"Marching

 dance" is the  term  we  use  to designate collectively  a widespread  genre of

post-European contact  dance that is known  by different names  in different islands and

areas  of  Micronesia, such  as leep and  other  names  (Marshall Islands), wen  (Pingelap),

lep (MwoakMoa [formerly Mokil]), lelrp (Pohnpei), maas  (Chuuk, Puluwat,  Saipan [the
Carolinians who  resettled  there], and  Yap), and  matamat6rrg  (Palau), as  well  as  some  parts

of  Japan as  discussed below. The  dance performances usually  consist  of  a  processional

entrance  and  exit  of  simpler  movements,  and  the main  part of  the dance on  a  stage  or

in a  place that serves  as  one  where  the dancers form one  or  more  lines, and  march  in

place at the beginning and  end  of  a  series  of  songs  and  at intervals (Figure 2), which  are

Figure 2. A  marching  dance in Pohnpei
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characterized  by 
"legs

 moving  fbrward  (sometimes with  an  upward  flick of  the foot), arms

swinging  forward and  back with  elbows  straight and  torsos vertical  (or even  slightly inclined

backward), and  cadential  patterns of  stamping  feet and  slapping  thighs" (Smith, 1998: 718).

   During  the marching,  a  commander  or  dance leader shouts  
"leg

 rait"  (Pohnpei) or

"nop

 roi" (Palau), which  originated  from English "left,  right," to unify  the marching  steps,

and  other  cheering  words  for encouragement.  The dance is accempanied  by the dancers'

singing  and  sometimes  by a harmonica. The  song  materials  usually  consist of  Westernized

(or Westernized-Japanese) tunes  with  lyrics of  tocal, foreign (e.g., other  Micronesian

languages, German, English, Pidgin English, Japanese), or a mixture  of  languages. [R)day,

marching  dances are  performed at various  social  events-such  as  ceremonies  held by a

community,  state  or  nation,  or  at school  graduation ceremonies, Christian celebrations,  and

international festivals-and 
"reveal

 cultural  and  ethnic  identity as  Micronesians" (Kaeppler,
2001: 605).

   Whereas  traditional dances composed  and  choreographed  according  to the host

culture's  traditions are transmitted rigorously  across  generations, a marching  dance may

be much  more  freely and  creatively  altered.4 Some  marching  dances are arrangements:  a

choreographer  combining  old  and  new  materials.  Therefore, a marching  dance is a  mixture

of  particular fbreign elements  and  indigenous old  andlor  new  components  transforming

it into a  new  dance. As  a  result,  there  are  many  variants. As  Micronesians themselves

recognize,  these characteristics  of  the marching  dance are  evidence  of  adoptien  of  foreign

elements  in both its movements  and  accompanying  music.  It is of･special  interest that such

a 
"strange"

 dance was  not  only  created  and  spread  widely in Micronesia within  a decade or

so, but also  that it has continued  to be perfOrmed in most  of  these islands fbr a century.

3. History of  Marching Dances

3.1 Origins

   Previous studies  mentioned  that the  marching  dances were  created  during the German

colonial  period and  spread  over  Micronesia by phosphate mining  workers  in Angaur  and

Nauru  (Hezet, 1995: 122; Smith, 1998: 717-718). There are, however, no  studies  on  how

new  dances then  emerged.

   Our  research  identifies the Marshall Islands as  the birthplace of  the marching  dance.
4
   In contrast, Ogasawaran and  Mwoakilloa people stopped  creating  new  dances after  Wbrld

   War  II. In Chuuk, the marching  dance was  not  performed after  the 1960s; however, according

   to the recent  field research  by Brian Diettrich (pers. comm.),  by 2005, the women's  marching

   dance had been revived.
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The  Marshallese received  cultural  infiuences through  their contact  with  Westerners such  as

explorers,  whalers,  traders, missionaries,  and  colonial  offidials, from the early  nineteenth

century.  In the 1820s, fOr example,  a Russian explorer,  Otto von  Kotzebue, described how

islanders entertained  him  and  his crew  with  an  epic  song  and  dances (1830: 311), and  his

sailors  offered  a musieal  concert  with  their musical  instruments (1830: 328).5 American

Protestant missionaries  who  established  their base on  Ebon in 1857 gained great success  in

obtaining  native  converts  and  influenced islanders' culture  considerably  (Hezel, 1983: 20e

-210). The  archipelago  provided the richest source  of  copra  in Micronesia and  became the

major  trade crossroads  in the region  (Hezel, 1995: 45). Copra trade also  accelerated  the

aoculturation  and  increased islanders' musical  interactions with  Westemers after the islands

became  prosperous in the 1870s (Figure 3), and  foreign influence further increased when

the island group became a German  Protectorate in 1885. Thus, the Marshall Islands were

the "cultural
 contact  zones"  (Hayward, 2001; Clifford, 1997) in the nineteenth  century,

greatly infiuencing this small  atoll  society.

Figure 3. Tkbaders and  plantation overseers  on  Jaluit Atoll

       (courtesy of  the Micronesian Seminar)

sMarshallese
 dances were  not  always  welcomed  by Western visitors, as  a sailor  on  the wrecked

English ship  CoiJIpheus mentioned  that he was  glad when  the dance festivals with 
`Cstrangest

body  movernent,"  
"grimaces,"

 and  
"ear-splitting

 song"  held in honor  of  his party at every
evening  were  over  (Eisenhart, 1888: 225).
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    The  interaction of  processes of  acculturation  and  the islanders' aptitude  resulted  in

 the creation  of  the marching  dance in the Marshalls in the late nineteenth  century.  The

!missionaries  who  taught the Marshallese to sing  from the  five-line staff notation  strictly

 prohibited the performance of indigenous dances. As a  result,  in the 1890s, fbr example,

 native  dances were  rarely  performed, while  a few types of  Westernized dances were  created

 and  became  popular (Erdland, 1914: 129; Kramer,  1906: 242-249; Steinbach, 1895: 482); it

 was  as if the islanders attempted  to evade  the missionaries'  commandments  against  dancing

 by hiding behind a  Western face. The  tin dance in which  
"dancers

 swing  cracker  tins

 around,  striking them  with  sticks"  (Burke, 1998: 750), was  developed by the 1890s (Kramer,
/

 1906: 246; Steinbach, 1895: 482), and  in 1895, a  German  physician, Erwin Steinbach (1895:
 482), reported  that the local dance was  

"replaced

 by the round  dances introduced by

 the missionaries  in which  rows  of men  and  women  sway  their upper  bodies forward and

 backwards and  step  frorn one  foot to the other,  slowly  shifting  forwards and  backwards."

 In 1898, Kramer  (1906: 243; Kramer  and  Nevermann, 1938: 212) alse  observed  a dance

/
 by Jaluit islanders with  a  church-influenced  melody  and  a then new  Westernized type of

 indigenous dance called  bwijbwij in which  the dance movements  of  the women  involved
/

 swaying  the hips and  turning and  nodding  the head.

/ In addition  to possible contributions  from fbreign missienaries  mentioned  by Steinbach
'

 (1895: 482),6 we  should  not  dismiss the islanders' enthusiasm  and  creativeness  for dance

 as  described by Kotzebue (1830: 311). It was  largely based on  this kind of  Westernized

 dance that  the marching  dance was  created  in combination  with  the conceptual  inspiration

 ef  marching  from military  drills possibly by German troops, New  Guinean policemen, or

 visiting shipmen.  [Ibday, the Marshallese genre name  leep7 is remembered  as  referring  to

 the old  marching  dances (cf.,' Burke, 1998: 750, 2001: 615), and  based on  the presence of

 loan words,  leIrp in Pohnpeian and  iep in the Mwoakilloa language as  discussed below, it

 surely  identifies this as  the original  genre name  of  the early  marching  dance.

    In considering  the  origin'of  the  marching  dance, the  phenomenon  that the Marshallese

 incorporated their tradition of  war  dances into what  became  an  acculturated  dance
6

7

Steinbach's (1895: 482) claim  might  overrate  the  missionaries'  role,  as  Bentzen  (1949:
144) explains  that not  only  a church  dance but also  the  marching  dances were  taught  by
rnissionaries  on  Mwoakilloa
The origin  of  the genre name  leep is unclear  at this mornent,  although  it is often  believed that
the name  originated  from  the marching  command  

`Cleft"

 among  islanders and  some  scholars

(Bailey, 1978: 194; Petersen, 1992: 25). A  possible clue  for this inquiry is a  Marshallese
acculturated  round  dance called "aeb

 lab" documented in the early 1900s (Kramer and
Nevermann, 1938: 535), which  seems  to be a compound  of  the eb  

`dance'
 and  ieep. Some

consider  leep (Burke, 1998: 750, 2001: 615) or  Lapltab (Tbyo Ongaku  Gakkai, 1968: 149) as  a

generic term  fOr `dance,'

 which  is possibly related  to its popularity in the past.
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provides us  with  a crucial clue. A  Japanese ethnomusicologist,  Hisao 
"Ilinabe,

 for instance,

recorded  a  
"new

 form of  war  dance" on  Mili Atoll in 1934 ('fanabe, 1978; Tbyo Ongaku

Gakkai, 1968). It was  a tin dance, said  to haye been created  around  1920, that  was  divided

into two  parts, the entrance  marching  and  realistic war  gesture parts. During our  fieldwork

on  Majuro Atoll in 2005, we  also recorded  several  marching  dances (leep) of  war  from Mili

Atoll, which  had been performed during the period of  Japanese administration.  Thus, it

is possible to assume  that the Marshallese turned  their attention  to marching,  a symbol

of  a Western style of  war,  and  combined  it with  their traditional dance theme  to create  a

marching  dance.

3.2 Diffusions in Eastern Micronesia

    Diffusion of  the marching  dance from the Marshalls took  place in the early 1900s to

neighboring  eastern  Micronesian  islands, to the Pohnpei area  and  to Nauru  as  a  center.

   There are  a few lines of  evidence  that some  fbrms of  a marching  dance and  other

Western-influenced darices may  have been practiced on  Pohnpei and  Mwoakilloa in the

late nineteenth  and  early  twentieth centuries  prior to the introduction of  the  marching

dance directly from the Marshalls, Some  Pohnpeian elders, for instance, insist that people

had adopted  sorne  movements  of  the nineteenth-century  sailors'  hornpipes into a marching

dance (e.g., Bailey, 1978: 194, 198).8 Bailey (1978: 20-21) discusses a ballroom dance of

Spanish and  Filipino soldiers  called  pandanko  in Pohnpeian (a loanword from Spanish

fondango or  Philippinepandango) during the  Spanish colonial  period that infiuenced the

Pohnpeian marching  dance. A  Western folkdance, which  consists of･verses  of  
"one-step"

and  
`Cwaltz,"

 that  is still known  in the Net District is said  to have been taught by a  Filipino

man  during the German  period.9 In addition,  Mwoaki11oa  elders  claim  that an  American

Protestant missionary  named  Frank Rand,iO who  fled Spanish suppressiorp  in Pohnpei to

the  atoll  in the  early  1890s, taught Sunday  school  children  a  kind of  marching  dance in

which  they hold a long stick.'i Although the people consider  it different from the marching

8

910

11

However, this influence seems  to be minor.  This explanation  is often  only  referred  to the ori-

gin of  particular movements.

Similar dances of  Hispanic origin  are  documented  in the Marianas (Clement, 2001).

Although  Rand is remembered  for his rigorous  attitude  to the church's  commandments  and

severe  punishments (NVeckler, 1949: 86), he taught  a dance to attract  children  to the church

services  that was  created  by the missionaries  and  probably based on  an  American  fblkdance.

, His fe11ow foreign missionaries  also pointed out  Rand's 
"condescending

 manner  teward Pohn-

peians," and  that his "quick  temper and  haughtiness alienated  many  Pohnpeians from mission
infiuence" (Hanlon, 1988: 160-170).
This dance stick  was  documented by the German  Ergebnisse der Sifdsee-Expedition in 1910

(Eilers, 1934: 390).
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dance of  the  later period (Nagaoka and  Hicks, n.d.),  the resemblance  of  the two  is evident.

These previously performed Westernized dances probably influenced the marching  dance

at a  later date.

   The  present fbrm of the marching  dance, however; was  introduced to Pohnpei and

Mwoakilloa from the Marshalls during the German  period. This scenario  is confirmed  by

the generic name,  as the Pohnpeian term  leirp and  the Mwoakilloa lep were  been borrowed

from the Marshallese genre name,  leep. In addition,  four original  Pohnpeian songs  and  all

of  the Mwoaki11oa songs  for the  rnarching  dance consist  of  Marshallese lyrics. In Pohnpei,

)y(arshallese workers  for a Belgian trader, Dominique Etscheit, and  the German  colonial
 /government

 are  said  to have spread  the dance to the Pohnpeian people. The  areas  which

acquired  the early  Westernized dances and  the original  Marshallese marching  dance are

close to the Spanish and  German colonial  center  (present-day Kolonia), and  were  therefore

elxposed to Western culture.  During the  Spanish and  German colonial  periods, fbr example,

there were  dance halls near  Kolonia, where  foreigners such  as Spaniards, Filipinos, New

Guineans, and  Marshallese gathered for recreation  (Bailey, 1978: 21, 194). Diffusion of  the

marching  dance from the Marshalls to Pohnpei had certainly  occurred  by 1910, since  some

460 Pohnpeians, who  were  exiled  to Palau after their uprising  against  the German  celonial

government in 1910-1911 (Hezel, 1995: .140), diffused the Pohnpeian version  of  marching

dance to Palau and  probably Angaur  as  discussed below.

   In contrast,  the marching  dance was  probably introduced to Mwoakilloa directly

from the Marshalls in the early  1900s,i2 as  Mwoakilloa people had close  interactions

with  Marshallese in the ear,ly historic period (e.g., Weckler, 1949: 67-69). Since many

Mwoakilloa people understood  the Marshallese language due to long-standing social

relations,  they seem  to duplicate the Marshallese marching  dance faithfuliy in terms  of

gender, costume,  and  thernes of  songs  as  discussed below. A  few elders  remember  a large-

scale  marching-dance  competition  held in the 1910s when  at  least four dances were  created

fbr the competition.  Intriguingly, the tunes of  two  of  the accompanying  songs  were  taken

from hymns (Nagaoka and  Hicks, n.d).

   Almost concurrently,  the marching  dance spread  from the Marshalls to Nauru, which

became  the center  of  diffusion in eastern  Micronesia. A  British company,  Pacific Phosphate

Company, started  mining  operations  on  German-annexed Nauru in 1906 (Firth, 1973: 293)

and  began to recruit  laborers from the Caroline Islands in 19e7 (Firth, 1973: 295, 1978: 42).

i2
 Although Mwoakilloa workers  most  likely observed  the marching  dance in Pohnpei and  Nau-

   ru  during the German  period, the similarities  of  the Mwoaki11oa dance to that of  the Marshal-

   lese suggest  their comprehensive  borrowing of  it.
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The company  relied  heavily on  Micronesian  laborers in the first half'of the 1910s, reaching

five hundred Carolinian workers  in 1908 (Hezel, 1995: 144).

   Cultural exchange  took  place among  the  miners  in a friendly and  competitive

environment  (Viviani, 1970: 37), and  many  Micronesian workers  learned the marching

dance there. Pohnpeian elders,  fbr example,  enumerate  fOur marching  dances brought from

Nauru, which  are  said to have [IUvaluan lyrics. These dances are  probably the 
"German-

flavored 
'folk

 dance introduced from Nauru"i3 which  was  reported  by Tanabe in Pohnpei in

1934 (rlbyo Ongaku Gakkai, 1968: 98). Pingelapese workers  leamed the tin dance in Nauru,

and  probably the marching  dances as  well.i4 In addition,  Chuukese, who  formed half of

the five hundred Carolinian workers  in Nauru  in 1908 (Hezel, 1995: 144), most  probably

learned the marching  dance there. A  German  missionary,  Lauentius Bollig (1927: 181),

discussed its popularity in Chuuk  in the 1910s.

3.3 Diffusion in VVbstern Micronesia

   The  early diffusion of  the marching  dance in western  Micronesia centered  in Angaur

(Hezel, 1995: 122; Konishi, 2003), where  a large number  of  western  Carolinian workers

b.egan to work  at the phosphate mineiS  managed  by the,Deutsche  SUdsee-Phosphat

Alcitiengesellschaft in 1909 (Firth, 1978: 43). After World War  I, this mining  operation  was

replaced  first by the Japanese South Seas Construction Syndicate (Nbayo Klaiei Kitmiai) and

later by the South Seas Government  (Nbayo-cho) from 1922 to 1936 (Peattie, 1988: 67, 82-

83). The  marching  dance and  inter-island competitions  of  its perfbrmance provided young

Micronesian vyorkers with  one  of  their major  entertainments.  The  two  major  sources  of

these dances wefe  the Chuukese and  Pohnpeians.i6

   Regarding the former, as  recounted  by Yapese and  Palagan elders, Chuukese spread

the marching  dance that they had previously learned in Nauru. The  genre name,  maas,

which  is a  borrewing from the English word  
"march,"i7

 and  was  first recorded  in Chuuk  in

the 1910s by Bollig (1927: 181), was  used  in Angaur  and  later preyailed widely  in western

Micronesia.
i3
 Tlanabe ([Ibyo Ongaku  Gakkai, 1968: 145) also  documented "Westernized  dance from Nauru"

   in the Marshalls in 1934.
i4
 The tin dance song  is said  to be in the Nauruan  language, while  the marching  dance song  is

   said  to be a mixture  of  Marshallese and  Pingelapese ryrics.
iS
 The number  of Micronesian workers  in Angaur  increased to over  1000 in 1912, of  whom  600

   were  from thc western  Carolines and  Palau (Firth, 1978: 47),
i6
 This dual origin is supported  by a description in the Puluwatese-English dictionary (Elbert,

   1972: 80). However, a minor  influx also  possibly existed,  as  a  Yapese remarked  that a  Ylipese

   visitor  to Pohnpei learned it in the Japanese adrninistration  peTiod (cf., Marshall-Dean, 1998:

   733).
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    Regarding the latter, the over  400 Pohnpeian  people who  were  exiled  to Palau in

1911 after  the uprising  in Sokehs (Ehrlich, 1978: 183-184) are  known  to have taught .the

marching  dance to Palauans. The Palauan genre name  matamat6ng,  for example,  is a

borrowing from Pohnpeian  mrvadomwadotzg,  the progressive form of the Pohnpeian word

mwadong,  which  refers to 
`play;

 to take recreation'  (Rehg and  Sohl, 1979: 63) as  well  as  
`to

qance.' Over 100 Pohnpeian men  were  sent to Angaur in 1911 due to the labor shortage
 /there

 in 1911 (Firth, 1973: 229) and  must  have played a  role  in the diffusion.
 :

    When  workers  returned  from Angaur, they took  the dance to their home･islands.

Active inter-island communications  fufther transmitted it in the central  and  west  Caroline
              tt..th.htN
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Figure 4. DiffUsion of  the marching  dance in Micronesia

      (local terms are  shown  in parentheses)
17The

 seurce  and  birthplace of  this loan word  is puzzling, as  the genre name  used  in Nauru  is
currently  unknown.  Sorne Micronesian linguists classify it as an  English loan (Elbert, 1972:
80; Jensen, 1977: 37), while  others  consider  it a  loan word  from its Gerrnan cognate  marsch

(Bender et  al., 2003: 324; Jackson and  Marck, 1991: 110), It could  have been  derived in both
Nauru  and  Angaur. If it was  borrowed on  Nauru, it wasi probably from English or  Pidgin Eng-
lish, which  was  the Iingua franca in German  Nauru. In contrast,  if it was  from Angaur, it was
more  probably the German  source. The Yapese command  

"maas
 maas,  mastairom"  discussed

above  is intriguingly reiated  to this inquiry. As the m-  is interpreted as  alliteration  from 
"maas,

maas,"  it was  possibly added  later to a variant  of  the Pohnpeian 
"asdailong"

 (e.g., Chuukese,
Carolinian in Saipan), As other  commands  are  of  English or Pidgin English origin,  we  con-

sider this possibility more  plausible. It probably emerged  in Nauru and  was  later spread  by
Chuukese in Angaur.
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Islands (Figure 4). In the western  Carolines, lecal versions  of  the  marching  dance seem  to

have been frequently perfbrmed since  the late 1910s (e.g., Smith, 1998: 719). An  unexpected

offspring  was  the exportation  of  the marching  dance to  some  places in Japan such  as

Ogasawara, Okinawa, and  Fukushima, Japanese.migrants or visitors te Saipan during the

Japanese colonial  period (Konishi, 2004a) having learned it from the Carolinians who  had

resettled  on  that island in the Marianas.

4. Discussion

   The  diverse versions  of  the contemporary  Micronesian marching  dances are  a

manifestation  of  modifications  through time of  a new  dance fbrm  by the people of  different

Micronesian island cultures.  By  comparing  different attributes  (e.g., movements,  tunes,

costumes,  genders, themes,  status)  of  historical and  contemporary  performances on

individual islands, we  will  analyze  regional  variations  to discuss temporal  changes  and  the

nature  of  the indigenization through  time.

4.1 Early Thransformation in Eastern Micronesia

   
rlb

 determine the  origin  of  the  various  Micronesian marching  dances, we  first need

to delineate the characteristics  of  the original Marshallese  leep in order  to trace different

transformations  on  individual islands. However, we  have only  very  limited knowledge about

it. Because in contrast  to the dance genre called  teep which  has virtually  disappeared, the

Marshallese have actively  developed a variety  of  acculturated  line dances, such  as  letin

('tin dance), bobo (flying-fish dance), biit (church dance), and  mao  (Kiribati originated

dance), that have flourished during the past hundred  years, it is difficult to extract  its

early traits. Contemporary line dances that are  supposed  to have generally succeeded  the

older  marching  dances and  that are  unique  in Micronesia, are  largely characterized  by

fast, complicated  steps  and  pantomimic movements.  In addition,  the  direct descendant

of the Marshallese original  danee, the Mwoakilloa lop dances (and to a less'er degree, the

Pohnpeian  leIrp), conservatively  retains  Marshallese characteristics  such  as rnovements  and

themes  discussed below.

   The  early  phase of  the history of  transformation  from  the original  Marshallese

marching  dance seems  to have occurred  in eastern  Micronesia as manifested  in sorne

traits characteristically distributed west  of the Pohnpei area  but not  in the Marshalls. This

distributional pattern and  the diffusion routes  discussed above  suggest  that these attributes

were  innovated in Nauru  (less possibly in Pohnpei) and  subsequently  transmitted  to the
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west,  resulting  in their absence  in the Marshails.

   A  large-scale intToduction of drill practicgs consisting,  for example,  of  the German

goose-step and  drill commands,  probably took  place in Nauru. Firstly, the German  goose-

stepi8  was  adopted  and  modified  to be a  rnore  flexible, gracefu1, dance-like movement.

Secondly, drill commands  were  also  borrowed to coordinate  marching  steps and  to execute
"cadential

 patterns of stamping  feet and  slapPing  thighs"(Smith, 1998: 718), which  were

pfobably cornbined  with  military  drill-type patterns of  
"stepping

 in place"(i.e., marching-type

leg movements  without  mpving  forward, backward, or  sideward)  with  Micronesian bodily

percussion. Fbr the former purpose, English commands,  
"left,

 right,"i9 were  employed,  while

for the latter, variants  originating  from an  English drill command  
"march

 along"(i.e.,  resume

marching),  such  as  
"asdailong"

 in Pohnpei  and  
"mastairom"

 in Yap,20 are  widely  used  in

Micr6nesia. Other attributes, which  were  probably adopted  at that time, include particular

body movements,  patterned repetition  of  short  marching  and  dancing parts, and  frequent

use  of  particular tones such  as tonic, dominant, and  coajunct  movements.

    In Nauru, the multi-cultural  environment-including  British, German,  Carolinian,

Marshallese, I-Kiribati, 
'IUvaluan,

 and  New  Guinean-and  competitive  atmosphere  among

different island groups (e.g., Viviani, 1970: 37) aroused  islanders' creativity  and  thus

refinement  of  marching  dances (later?) called  maas.  This new  naming  possibly indicates

considerable  changes,  as one  can  perceive substantial  differences between the Marshallese

dances and  those from the rest  of  Micronesia. This new  style.of  marching  dance was

transmitted to the west  as  a completed  form which  we  can  observe  in similar dance forms

widely  distributed from the eastern  to the western  Carolines today. The  creation  of  the

marching  dance in the Marshalls and  its subsequent  transformation in eastern  Micronesia,

in which  individual components  from different fbreign and  indigenous performances were

amalgamated,  is summarized  in Figure 5.

18

19

/

20

/

That step  was  initiated in the Prussian army  and  adopted  by the Germans  for use  in marching
before an  audience  to demonstrate the soldiers'  powerful physique (Barbara Smith, pers.
comm.).

Micronesian' marching  practiee of  chanting  
"left"

 for lifting the  left foot up  rather  than

placing it on  the ground in the dance was  probably adopted  from the German  practice (Dirk
Spennemann, pers. comm.).  However,  after  Wbrld  Whr  II, some  islands reversed  it to confonm
to the  American  practice (e.g., Ybpese [Smith, 1998: 719]). Phonological changes  from English
"left,

 right"  to Pohnpeian "leF}
 rait" and  Palauan "neg

 roi"  indicate that this command  was

first adopted  by eastern  Micronesians (e.g., Marshallese and  Pohnpeians), but not  by the
Chuukese who  would  have retained  thefsound  (Rancis Hezel, pers. comm.).
Another  possible source  is a German  drill command  abteilung  

`detachment,

 segment;'

however, its following commands  (e.g., 
"one,

 two, dance" or  
"one,

 two, stop"  in Pohnpei)  and

others  were  derived from English or  Pidgin English, which  makes  this less plausible.
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Figure 5. Creation ofmarching  dances in Eastern Micronesia

   (solid line=infiuence; dotted line=possible influence)

4.2 Indigenization

    Next, we  will examine  indigenization from east  to west  to outline  different trajectories

on  individual islands.

    In eastern  Micronesia, the Pohnpeian lelrp and  Mwoakilloa lep dances that were

directly derived from  the Marshallese originals  show  contrastive  features, indicatin'g

different local responses.  The  Mwoaki11oa lep has conservatively  maintained  the Marshallese

traits. The  Mwoakilloa dance, fOr example,  maintains  the Marshallese tradition of  the war

dance discussed in 3.1, which  did not  spread  to other  parts of  MicrQnesia. The  first part of

the popular Mwoakilloa repertory,  the entrance  dance 
`tAlim

 Ehdal," and  the war  dance

"Jehkekeh
 Raihnin Mahwin"  faithfully imitated the Marshallese ones.2i Thus, it is possible

to assume  that the Mwoakilloa lep fossilized the early Marshallese features. In addition,

Mwoakilloa people still firmly consider  the dance as  borrowed frorn the Marshallese, as

they have never  created  a dance in their language.22 This has probably infiuenced their

conservative  attitude  toward  the dance, which  is also  manifested  in gender (only males)  and

21

22

[fanabe ( R)yo Ongaku  Gakkai, 1968: 159) records  a  Marshallese tin-beating war  dance song
starting  with  

"Jleekkake"
 which  is the same.  beginning as  the Mwoakilloa 

"Jehkekeh

 Raihnin
Mahwin."  At  the end  of  the entrance  song,  

`i4Llim
 Ehdal," the dancers shout  a  traditional

Marshallese war  whoop  to start  
"Jehkekeh

 Raihnin Mahwin."

Although two dances w.ere incorporated into Mwoakilloa repertories  later during the Japa-

nese  administration  period, the two were  choreographed  based gn Marshallese songs  that
were  brought back from the Marshalls.
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Western  costume,  in contrast  eo other  Micronesians' common  change  from male  te mixed

gender as discussed below.es In contrast,  Pohnpeians re-created  new  dances more  flexibly

and  modified  the movements  of  leIrp to correspond  more  closely to their traditional dances.

A  Pohnpeian elder, for instance, comparatively  describes Pohnpeian movements  as  materek

(`supple, limber'), which  is considered  as ideal in indigenous dances, and  Mwoakillea's as

welikek  (`agile'). In addition,  Pohnpeians incorporated some  movements  from local dances

(Bailey, 1978: 234).

   Indigenization of  marching  dances in the  west  was  larger in scale, In Chuuk, the dance

is remarkably  similar  to Pohnpeian ones,  which  could  suggest  either  their preservation
of  an  early  style  or  later interactions; however, some  characteristics  such  as  hip-shaking

movements  and  shouts  show  local adaptation.  In conservative  and  stratified Yiipese society,

the marching  dance is regarded  as  an  entertainment  fOrm that is less prestigious than

traditional dances, and  recently, due in part to cultural  studies  in the  educational  program,
it is performed primarily by school  children.  Remarkably, the Yapese adopted  comical

mevements  of  a  local men's  standing  dance called  gasleaw, such  as  fast and  exaggerated

actions, leap-like steps, clapping,  bodily percussion, and'  swaying  bodies and  hips.24 In

Palau, the marching  dance was  fOrmerly performed by dancers of mixed  gender (Yamaguti,
1969), but is generally perfOrmed by females and  characterized  by gracefu1 movemen;s

of  the upper  body, including nodding,  and  sinuous  hand and  arm movements  to show  the

beauty of  women.

   The  themes  of  dance songs  changed  greatly upon  the dance's adoption  on  each  island,

suggesting  the nature  of  its diffusion-that is, only  the form of  the dance was  borrowed across

the islands. As  discussed above,  one  of  the original  themesas  in the  Marshalls was  warfare,

which  was  transferred only  to Mwoaki11oa, Other islanders composed  dance songs  depending

on  their own  dance traditions. The  Chuukese, who  had a  tradition of  love songs  (e.g., Smith,

2001b: 606), for example,  created  many  dances for love songs  in Angaur during the Japanese

colonial  period, and  those songs  composed  with  1yrics in Japanese (which was  the common

language at that time) became  popular among  different island groups. This phenomenon  is

closely related  to the danoe's essential characteristics as  a style of  danoe (see below).

os
   The  strict Christian norms  of  the Mwoaki11oa people also  ]imited their creativity. A  church

   organization  called  Christian Endeavor  (established there in 1920) and  church  leaders largely

   prohibited dance except  for infrequent occasions.  (e.g., Bentzen, 1949: 142-144).
24
 Gaslaew is a men's  erotic  dance, which  suggests coital positions and  techniques. [[bday, when

   this dance is perfOrmed in public, perfbrmers sometimes  overact  to draw laughter from the
   audience.
25
   Our recent  fieldwork in the Marshalls revealed  that warfare  was  an  important theme  fbr old

   leep songs,  while  others  were  based on  legends and  fishing..
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   Indigenization in the west  probably occurred  on  both Angaur during Micronesian

workers'  long sojourns  there, and  later on  many  individual islands. Tb consider  the islanders'

motivation  fbr this process in the former case, the multi-cultural  environment  in Angaur

provides us with  a  crucial  clue. Competitions of marching  dances among  different island

groups were  not  only  for their entertainment,  but also  the place to show  their pride. In re-

creating  their dances, it is possible to assume  that islanders consciously  adopted  local dance

traits to distinguish their dances from those of  the other  islanders. Thus, the indigenization

process was  closely  related  to the individual islands' identities. Competitiveness in Angaur,

manifested  in reported  fights between different island groups･(e.g., Firth, 1978: 46), also

stimulated  their creativeness  and  ptomoted the diversification. This transition possibly had

an  important role  in deciding the future direction of  marching  dances in the  west.  Thus,

indigenization of  marching  dances progressed more  significantly in western  Micronesia,

while  in the east,  dances were  re-created  within  the range  of  its new  
"tradition"

 as discussed

below.

    Common  shift  of  gender <from male  to mixed)  and  of  costume  (from Wk)stern clothes

to traditional  attire) that occurred  on  many  islands is significant  when  considering  the

qhanging  characteristics  of the marching  dance, Initially performed by men-the  rniners

on  Nauru  and  Angaur, and  conscripted  male  workers-the  gender was  probably changed

rather  freely as  part of  the dance's popularization during the early  postwar Japanese period

while  being reproduced  on  the various  home islands because it was  considered  foreign and

therefbre outside  their traditional  cultural  constraints.  In contrast,  the postwar change  of

costume  reflects  a shift of  islanders' perception of  the  dance, from foreign to local as  patt

of  the indigenization through  which  the marching  dance was  incorporated into their new

traditions.

4.3 Reintrodllction of  Foreign Elements: Japanese and  American Infiuence

   The  marching  dance  became  widely  popular in Micronesia during the  Japanese

colonial  period. This phenomenon  was  closely related  to Japanese colonial  policies, such

as  those for education  and  assimilation.  Some  teachers and  colonial  officials,  in order  to

civilize the  natives,  encouraged  them  to perform this dance rather  than  their 
"barbarous

and  immoral" native  dances; and,  after  the militarization  of  the late 1930s, rnilitary

personnel promoted the dance to inspire native  workers  (e.g., Poyer, Falgout and  Carucci,

2001: 206-207).

   During that period, islanders actively adopted  many  elements  from Japanese music,

school  education,  and  fOlk culture,  and  incorporated them  in the dance. In Palau and
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Saipan, where  islanders' interactions with  Japanese were  intensivei some  characteristics

of  Japanese popular songs  such  as kobushi (a melodic  ornamentation)  andyonanuki-

onkai  (a pentatonic scale  without  the  fourth and  seventh  tones  of  the major  scale) inspired

Micronesians  to compose  new  songs.  In Yap, Japanese-influenced popular songs  called

teempraa  utaa  often  accompanied  marching  dances (Konishi, 2eOla: 610). In the Japanese

education  system  that was  composed  of  a  three-year primary school  and  an  additional  tw6-

year course  for promising students,  Micronesian children  studied  VVestern-Japanese-style

songs  in music  classes. They also  learned Wk}stern folk dances andyugr'  odori  (a dance for
school  children)  to perfOrm at school  sports  and  other  events,  from which  some  elements

(e.g., pairs holding hands and  forrnation patterns) were  incorporated into some  then-new

dances in Yap  and  Palau (Konishi, 2004a). Thus, islanders introduced not  only  Japanese

features but also  Western elements  of  music  and  dance through their Japanese education.

Furthermore,.in Palau, the relationship  between the dance commander  and  dancers in

creating  a  line formation is similar  to that between a teacher and  students,  the commander

using  a whistle  like a teacher for marching.  In addition,  some  hand movements  from bon-

dance and  
"wasshoi"

 (a call  for carrying  a  portable Shinto shrine)  weie  included in some

dances in Palau.26 Instruments introduced from Japan, harmonicas and  whistles, were  widely

used  to accompany  the dances. At Mokko  7btei }bseijo (Carpentry Apprentice Ttaining

School), the highest educational  institute fOr the natives  at that time, where  excellent  young

men  gathered  from the entire  mandated  Micrenesia, musical  exchanges  took  place for

entertainments  and  competitions.  Musically talented  Chuukese and  Marshallese are  said  to

have significantly influenced other  islanders in terms of  music  and  marching  dances.

   Ironically, the militarization  of  the Micronesian islands in the late 1930s, provided

Pohnpeians and  their outer  islanders with  opportunities  to popularize the marching  dance.

As  in Nauru  and  Angaur, it became  a major  recreation  fOr a large male  population of

conscripted  workers  who  were  forced to live away  from their homes for long periods.27

Competitions were  often  held among  difEerent work  groups to entertain  Japanese officials

and  soldiers  on  important occasions.  Some  martiaj  characteristics  were  included in dances

26
 The. influence from the bon-dance on  the marching  dance is discussed for Pohnpei (Bailey,

   1985: 125) and  the Marshalls (Caruoci, 1997: 23, 155, 156).
27
 During and  after  the war,  many  sofigs  were  composed  in Micronesian languages to memorial-

   ize the dicaculties islanders encountered  (e.g., Duchesne, 2004; Poyer, Ilalgout and  Carucci,

   2001: 333-335); however, in contrast  to the marching  songs  with  Japanese Iyrics praising
   Japanese soldiers  which  continucd  to be performed after the  war,  only  a  few of  the sengs

   about  the islanders' sufferings  were  choreographed  to marching  dances probably due, at least

   in paTt, to Japanese moral  control. Thus, the rnarching  dance itself does not  connect  directly

   to the image of  colonial  oppression  and  does not  convey  a relevant  political message  today.
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at that time  (e.g., saluting,  songs  in Japanese praising Japanese soldiers, Western costume).

   Japanese-influenced marching  dance,s were  popularly created  on  various  islands until

the 1950s, and  even  today in Palau, some  
'of

 the conternporary  choreographers  who  are in

their 70s still maintain  the Japanese "tradition"  and  continue  to create  Japanese-influenced

dances.as

   Western music  and  dances influenced the marching  dance to some  degree in postwar

Micronesia. This is often  remarkable  arnong  innovative and  creative  islanders, such  as the

Marshallese and  Palauans. Marshallese, for example,  adopted  movements  from fereign

danees (e.g.,,social dances, twist, jitterbug) and  developed line dances with  complicated  fast

steps  (Burke; 1998: 750, 751, 2001: 615). More  recently,  innovative Palauans incorporated

Hawaiian hula's movements  and  Polynesian dancers' smiles  into their perfOrmances fOr

spectators  who  are  often  foreigners and  tourists, and  at cultural  exchanges  such  as the

Festival of  Pacific Arts. In addition,  although  Carolinians in the Mariana  dance with

indigenized brave movements  and  calls,  they  often  perform to  a  modern  accompaniment

with  electric guitars and  keyboards, to produce Pan-Micronesian, pop-like sounds.  These

recent  trends  in performance seem  to  reflect  their consciousness  of  a  global audience.

4.4 Musical Ticansformation and  Regional Preference

   Songs of  marching  dances from  different islands are  now  examined  comparatively

to illustrate transfermation  and  regional  prefercnce. We  focus our  analysis  on  melodic

movernent.  Representative song  samples  from different parts of  Micronesia and  of  different

time  periods are  analyzed  chronologically  from  east  to west.

   Comparison  of  an  early  Westernized Marshallese dance tune of  Jaluit islanders

transcribed by Kramer  (1906: 247) in 1898 (Figure 6)29 and  a Marshallese-originated

Pohnpeian  marching  dance tune  
"Okasang"

 introduced during the  Gerrnan  colonial  period

(Figure 7) ,shows  an  apparent  similarity in the direct accesses  between dominant and  tonic

tones (i.e,, notes  of  the bars between 1 and  2, 3, and  4 in the dance of  the Jaluit islanders,

and  those from 1 to 3 and  between 7 and8  in 
"Okasang").

 While the tune  of  the latter

half in the dance of  the Jaluit islanders (from bar 7 to 10 and  from bar 11 to 12) moves

coajunctly,  which  makes  the melody  sound  simple,  the ornamental  movements  to the tonic

tones of  
"Okasang"

 (bars 2, 5, 6, and  7), which  add  upward  and  downward movements  to

the melody,  are  more  sophisticated  in a Western sense.
28
 Palauans are considered  to be innoyative among  Micronesians, and  their choreographers  are

   often  positive about  adopting  foreign elements,  especially  regarding  a  Japanese tune  with  a

   regular  meter,  and  melody  movements  as  suitable  foT a  marching  dance.
29
   All the transcriptions are presented in absolute  pitch for easy  comparison.
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               Figure 6. Dance  of  Jaluit islanders
Original transcription by Krtuner (1906: 247), edited  by Junko Konishi(2006)
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         Figure  7. Pohnpeian marching  dance 
"Okasang"

Sung by Kasiano Santos and  recorded  by 
rlhkuya

 Nagaoka  in Pohnpei

              transcribed by Junko Konishi (2006)
(oo05),

    A  Pohnpeian marching  dance song  with  TUvaluan lyrics broUght from Nauru during

 the German  colonial  period, 
"Kememesero"

 (Figure 8), shows  sirriilar characteristics  to

 the dance of  the Jaluit islanders and  
"Okasang"

 in its direct access  between dominant and

/

 tonic  tones  (bars 1 and  3). The  ornamental  movements  to the tonic tones are  also common

 to 
"Okasang,"

 although  most  of  
"Kemernesero"

 (bars 2, 4, 5, and  6) consists  of  simple

 conjunct  movements.  These characteristics  of  the melodic  movernents  of  
"Kememesero"

 are  also  common  to other  Pohnpeian marching  dance sengs  with  
'IUvaluan

 lyrics from

, Nauru  such  as 
`Ahme

 Lapisir" and  
"Kapisirsirsir."
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         Figure 8. Pohnpeian marching  dance･"Kememesero"

Sung by Kasiano Santos and  recorded  by [[likuya Nagaoka in Pohnpei (2005),
               transcribed by Junko Konishi (2006)
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           Figure 9. Carolinian marching  dance `Anatani"

Recorded by Hikaru Koide (1994, track 8), transcribed by Junko Konishi (2006)

   The  melodic  movements  of  
"Anatani"

 (Figure 9), one  of  the most  popular marching

dance songs  among  the Carolinians in Saipan that was  composed  during the Japanese

colonial  period,30 do not  show  direct access  between  the  dominant  and  tonic tones.

However, this song  shares  some  characteristics  with  
"Okasang"

 and  
"Kememesero,"

 as

fbllows; (1) the  melody  begins with  a leap upward,  not  by an  interval of  the perfect fourth

but by a major  sixth (from bar 1 to bar 2); and  (2) the upward  and  downward  ernamental

movements,  which  are  not  limited to the tonic (bars 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and  9), are  evident.  The

30
 This song  contains  both Japanese and  Carolinian lyrics. The  Ogasawaran version  of  this song,

   called  
"Gidai,"

 is sung  only  in supposed-Chuukic  language.
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 Figure 10. Palauan marching  dance 

"South
 Pacific"

i

 Perforrned by a  Palauan female dance group (2004), recorded  and  transcribed by Junko Konishi,

 latter trait, called  
"wavy

 patterns" by Konishi (1998), also  characterizes  Yapese  music  in

 general (from traditional dance chants  to a  contemporary  popular song).

     
"South

 Pacific" (Figure 10) was  
"composed"

 by Haruo  Salvador for the Palauan

 marching  dance per:fOrmed at the 9th Festival of  Pacific Arts in 2004, borrowing a  melody

 from a  song  of  the Japanese popular music  genre called  enka.3i  This song  contains  upward

 leaps of  a major  sixth (from bar 1 to bar 2) and  has upward  and  downward  movements

 (bars 3-4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and  11). The  latter melodic  ornamentation  called  kobushi in Japanese

 produces a  similar  effect  to the above-mentioned  wavy  patterns, although the scale  has no

 fourth or  seventh  degree lyonanuki-onkoi) and  the intervals between tones are conspicuous.

     Based on  these analyses,  it is possible to draw three characteristics  of  the melodies

/

 of  these Micronesian marching  dance songs.  Firstly, an  upward  leap at the beginning of

 a  melody  is common  to all exarnples,  although  that  upward  movement  in the  east  is only

/ a  perfect fourth from the dominant to the tonic, and  in the west  is a  major  sixth  from the

 dominant to the mediant,  indicating that a larger leap is preferred in the west  than  in the
/

 east. Secondly, upward  and  downward ornamental  movements  are  commen  to. all examples

 except  fOr the dance of  the Jaluit islanders, However, this wavy  pattern is emphasized  tonally

 by frequency and  length in western  Micronesja. Thirdly, direct aecess  between the dominant

 and  tonic tones of  eastern  Micronesia do not  appear  in western  Micronesians' songs.

i

 The  characteristic  beginning of  an  upward  movement  was  probably considered  suitable

//

 
3i
 Although  the length of  each  note  from  bars 5 and  6 is shorter  by a half or  more,  the melody

'

 line is largely same  as  the Japanese original.  We  include in this comparison  to show  Palauan

     preference.
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for rnarching  dance  songs  in Micronesia. This trait, tied with  direct access  of  dominant and

tonic tones in east  Micronesia which  emphasizes  a  fundamental component  of  Westem

melodic  structure,  indicates process in their digesting of  Western music.  This Western

characteristic  disappears in western  Micronesia. In contrast,  the wavy  patterns are  more

prominent there than in the melodies  of  eastern  Micronesia, which  is probably part of

the indigenizatiQn process and  even  of  adoption  of  some  Japanese musical  elements.  In

this sense, it is possible to conclude  that the melodies  for marching  dances in western

Micronesia are  both more  sophisticated  in a  Western music  sense,  and  more  indigenized

or  even  
"Japanized."

 Although  we  need  to exarnine  more  materials  to discuss the

temporal  changes  and  regional  variation  in detail, melodic  patterns in eastern  and  western

Micronesia  are  centrastive,  which  corresponds  to our  argument  below.

4.5 East-West Difference and  Its Meaning

   We  have seen  above  how  this Westernized dance form was  transfbrmed  through  time

and  was  modified  differently on  individual islands. Its regional  variation  reflects  a long-term

aceumulated  process of  indigenization. However, it is possible to assume  !hat some  crucial

changes  occurred  rather  quickly during the dance's initial Teproduction period, adopting

local traits, and  accordingly  establishing  island-specific styles.

   Subsequently, Japanese and  American  music  and  dances influenced the marching

dances in different degrees on  different individual islands. Innovative  Palauans  and

Marshallese are  significant in this regard.  One can  perceive a  remarkable  Japanese imprint

in western  Micronesia, especially  in Palau and  
iYapaPalauans

 having actively incorporated

various  foreign elements  into their dance and  transmitting these elements  to Yap  through

their close  historic interactions, and  the quite conservative  Yapese, by regarding  the dance

as  foreign rather  than  within  their cultural  tradition, boldly accepting  these new  features.

   It is possible to point out  an  east-west  difference in the indigenization process. In

eastern  Micronesia, Pohnpeians and  Mwoakilloa people conservatively  re-created  new

dances within  the stylistic range  of  the original  dance form. This phenomenon  is a reflectjon

of  the normative  and  authoritarian  attitude  toward  traditional dances in Pohnpei, and  of

the fu11-scale introduction of  the Marshallese originals on  Mwoakilloa. In contrast,  western

Micronesian dances show  considerable  local adaptation  and  modification.  It is possible to

interpret this as  a  peripheral phenomenon in which  the original meanings  were  gradualry

lost. Western Micronesians' innovativeness accords  well  with  the results  of  the above

musical  analysis, which  demonstrates their strenuous  digestion of  foreign elements.
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5. Conclusion

   In this paper, the first to discuss the nature  of  the 
"Westernization"

 of  the  Micronesian

marching  dance, we  have illustrated the complex  process of  its creation  and  transformations

that amalgamated  several  components  of  different Western and  indigenous performance

types. Through  extensive  colonial  traffic, its disseminatiori frOm east  to  west  occurred

rapidly  in a series of sequential  events:  (i) emergence  in the Marshalls around  1900, (2)
diffusion in eastern  Micronesia in the 1900s, and  (3) diffusion in western  Micronesia in the

1910s. Conscripted men  at the mines  on  Nauru and  Angaur  and  other  civil and  military

projects on  different islands had a crucial role  in its spread  and  popularization during the

German  and  Japanese colonial  periods.

   Now,  a question arises:  
"What

 was  the marching  dance for islanders?" In Micronesia,

many  traditional dance types Telate  to and  designate fundarnental characteristics  such

as  genders, functions, and  themes. However, such  traits are  not  intrinsic to the  marching

dance. It is simply  a style of  dance that individual island groups re-created  to make  into

their  own  style  by associating  it with  their themes  and  incorporating Iocal elements.

Thus, in addition  to its entertainment  aspect,  we  argue  that creating  identities was  a

vital characteristic  of  the dance through  time. In this respect,  Nauru  and  Angaur  are

important to  consider  in the history of  the marching  dance, as centers  not  only  of  its

diffusion but also of  the transformation processes. Modifications were  stimulated  by their

multicultural  environments,  which  exposed  islanders not  only  to Western culture,  but

also  to other  Micronesian  counterparts.  As  a  result,  
"new

 sensibilities about  islander vs.

non-islander  identities, and  about  differences among  islanders" (Poyer, 1999: 199) were

produced for the first time on  a  grand scale. The  dance created  the islanders' identity in

the  sense  of  
"Micronesian-ness"

 toward  foreigners, which  was  a purely colonial  construct

(Hanlon, 1999). We  have argued  above  that the early  indigenization occurred  due to

islanders' intention to distinguish their dance from other  island groups. Over a period of

a  hundred years, the circumstances  around'  the dance changed  dramatically, and  in the

rapidly  changing  societies of  postwar  Micronesia, this acculturated  dance became  rooted

in the  islanders' new  tradition and  firmly constituted  their cgltural  identity. Thus, the

indigenization has been an  active  process of  creating  their identity through the dance

throughout  time.

   The  marching  dance  was  popularized quick!y in the region  due  to its novel

characteristics, sophisticated  melody,  stylish movements,  and  plasticity that, in contrast  to

their older  systems,  showed  islanders a  perspective of  a  new  era  and  its openness.  It was  not
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a coincidence  that Nauru  and  Angaur,  the two  most  densely populated places in Micronesia

at that time, had an  important role  in the re-creation  of  this new  type of  then-trendy dance,

as the  dance and  the two  islands were  harbingers of  globalization. In addition,  the marching

dance symbolizes  not  only  the  islanders' involvement in the then  new  global movement,

but also  their autonomous  absorption  of  new  elernents  from Western cultures  to create

their new  cultural forms locally, compounded  with  indigenous constituents.  Micronesians,

who  prize dance as  entertainment,  have eagerly  kept adopting  foreign components  to the

marching  dance through  time  to enrich  their cultural  tradition. Thus, the contemporary

dances of  each  island, which  deeply reflect  islanders' colonial  experiences  such  as

missionary  influence, foreign soldiers' military  drills, and  coronial  policies, are multi-layered

historical products.
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